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"In reality, even successful change efforts are messy and full of surprises. . .[and] fewer errors can spell the difference
between success and failure.“- John Kotter in Leading Change , 1996.
Objective
ChangeTrack Research Model
Path Model & Results
• Develop a causal model for organisational
change.

Is the
change on track to
high performance?
Realising
Business
Objectives

• Develop a measurement model to validate
ChangeTrack Research (CTR) model

Introduction
Organisation change has evolved from Scientific
Management
g
developed
p by
y Taylor
y ((1911))
through to complex adaptive systems in the
21stt century.
t
This research
Thi
h develops
d
l
a change
h
managementt
network model established through causal
path relationships
p
p between the drivers within
the Change Track Research model.
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• Establish how IT has impacted and affected
the way organisational change is managed.
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The path model was derived by aggregating all the
driver models into a path model. The path
anal sis was
analysis
as used
sed to examine
e amine the ca
causal
sal
relationships between the construct,
construct which is
derived from drivers of the CTR model.

Overall model Results

Drivers: Derived from the CTR model.
model
Turbulence: Organisational change relates to
the ever changing
g g environment, the inabilityy to
predict the external environment or the
amountt off di
disruption
ti when
h change
h
occurs
within the internal operations [1].
[1]

Data

IT vs Non-IT Transformation Results

CTR Data Base
CTR is an organisation in the field of tracking
Resources: Despite having optimal team spirit,
spirit
and measuring change. The data set provided
the strongest team leaders, excellent internal
is from the past 10 years and has 117,335
117 335
communication and employee engagement,
employees who were involved or affect by
the change may potentially not achieve the
organisational change. Survey consisting of
highest possible performance. This is due to a
44 questions covering aspects of
lack of the necessary skills, the right staff in
organisational change.
change 27 different countries,
countries
the right roles and the equipment necessary
19 different organisational changes and 27
to achieve the optimal performance goal [2].
[2]
different types of organisation categories.

Observations

Approach
pp
Exploratory
p
y Factor Analysis
y
(SPSS
(
v19))
Determine the underlying
y g constructs within the
observed data.

Overall model:
• The most important Driver interaction was
Aligned Direction: “If
If you can
can’tt communicate
Emotional Energy.
Energy This were affected by
the
e vision
s o to
o so
someone
eo e in five
e minutes
u es or
o less
ess
Resources, Change Leadership and work roles
and get a reaction that signifies both
further affecting the Realisation business
understanding and interest, you are not done”
objectives.
[3]
• Work Roles and Turbulences interactions did not
seem to be as significant.
significant

IT vs Non-IT
Non IT Transformation Results
• IT T
Transformation:
f
ti
Ch
Change L
Leadership
d hi has
h a
stronger relationship with aligned direction
direction.

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (AMOS, v19)
Test whether constructs are consistent with
the measurement model.

• Non IT Transformation: Turbulence is a more
Change Leadership: Change management
important
p
Driver in this scenario as each impact
p
requires
q
effective leadership,
p, which includes
nearly doubled in loading.
comprehensive planning, organisation,
di ti and
direction
d control.
t l It iis effective
ff ti leadership
l d hi
Conclusion
that leads to a successful change.
change [4]
The p
path model that has been developed
p from
literature is a general model of organisational
change,
h
the
th results
lt off the
th overallll model
d l show
h
promising relationships with the RMSEA and
GFI, with both being
gq
quite strong
g indicators of the
absolute fit.
Work Roles: An employee
employee'ss involvement in
When comparing the IT and Non-IT Transformation
implementing
g organisational
g
change
g has a
d t sets
data
t th
the model
d l comparison
i
shows
h
distinct
di ti t
strong relationship with the organisation and
pockets where the organisational change model
i l d satisfaction,
includes
ti f ti
commitment
it
t and
d trust.
t t
tends to be deemed as having different levels of
[5]
significance.
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